
Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
NULLA DIES SINE LINEA. At the entrance gate to the small streetmarket in Southwest Shanghai one Chinese is selling  boxes of white painting... - in the air the typical overkill smell you often find in China near construction sites - aching taste senses  forever. The smell is not evaporating the boxes, but it is due to a site specific drawing in progress...All people follow the line of a working man: starting with his painting exactly next to the white colour boxes, passing through the market square and exit - just the opposite side. Imagination: he continues his drawing path until he enters the galleryquarter M50 in WhiteCube Gallery, the same actor will make the experience to be looked at in different ways.The same procedure, the difference of perception, the making of sense.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the site specific drawing is quite usual as water and shadow, light and bottom, pencil and man started to put up signs of being alive from the beginning.NULLA DIES SINE LINEA.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
site specific  markshappen exactly that place, that moment, that detail, that exigence of action... for the special making sense of it.Imagine: you might come to the opening next friday night and find this wall - environment piece. Imagine.Imagine further the "drawing line" working man HOLDING THE LINE from little market South West direction North East,direction SAPH, Nanjin lu East...



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Art definition has been decided by acting. That means: the difference is the making Art of IT. The showing, the formation...the Chairman of Shanghai Artists Association ( and Fine Arts Academy)Feng Zikai (1898-1975) is not forgotten today.  In his Former Residence near Shaanxi nan lu the artist finds his grandchilds asking her to sign the guest book. It is a suddenly intimate privacy. The simple daily life of this personality is alive, as art and real are alive  by doing NULLA DIES SINE LINEA.





Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the artist is tempted to ask the grandchild to pose in front of his grandfathers portrait as you can see in those beautiful shining faces the familiar: art and real passing centenaries by the way of NULLA DIES SINE LINEA. It was the energy of this man to purchase back  the residence (NB: cultural revolution...) and open it to the public.





Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
as the artist is not yet ready for translation of the following book she documents the illustration.Her choice is on private little statements of Feng Zikai (as the models are his wife and daughter and son...) and the relationship to the animals... there is a feeling linked to the site specific signs... 
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Notiz
Welcome to come back on Satursday. The artist passes the word to you, huanying, huanying.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
HOLDING THE LINE...end of IMAGINATION:the "drawing the line" working man of the little streetmarket enters the Huang Pu lightened Exhibition Hall 1F of SAPH:art and real, as here the house -personal (daily acting for the artist and guests in perfect way) is invited to have a small art break -  connecting art and real. XIA YU::: it rains NULLA DIES SINE LINEA between heaven and earth.NB the SOUNDTRACK of this:for example a short music performance  of one SAPH artist performing  exactly at the same moment for the same making senseof HOLDING THE LINE.
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